Session/Meeting Name: Cataloging Section  
Date, Time: Fri. Mar. 30, 2012 5:15-6:15

Moderators: Dan Lipcan  
Vice-Moderator: Bronwyn Bitetti

Welcome
● Opening remarks, i.e. “Hello”
● Notice of other cataloging sessions held during the conference:
  ○ Metadata: the changing information landscape: Saturday, 4:15
  ○ Cataloging Problems Discussion Group: Sunday, 6:30 pm
  ○ Cataloging Advisory Committee: Monday, 9 am
  ○ Portions of:
    ■ Poster sessions, Saturday morning
    ■ Snapshot: A Look at Today’s Photo Archives: Sunday, 9 am
    ■ New Voices in the Profession: Sunday, 9 am

Reports from ALA
Potential ARLIS/NA actions resulting from these reports will be discussed in the Cataloging Advisory Committee meeting on Monday morning. Fuller, written reports are available here: http://artcataloging.net/alagen.html
● MARBI Report, Liz O’Keefe
● SAC Report, Sherman Clarke
● CC:DA Report, Dan Lipcan

Special Topics
● Julia Wisniewski, Library of Congress: CIP Cataloging Partnership program
● Sherman Clarke: NACO workshop at ARLIS/NA 2013?

The Floor is Open
● Discussion topics/Cataloging Problems
  ○ Has anyone loaded subdivision and/or general reference authorities into their local catalogs?
● New Business or additional discussion topics?

Nomination and Coronation of Rising Class of 2012-2013
● Call for a volunteer to post new LCSH art/architecture headings to ARLIS-L
  ○ Thank you, Sarah Gilles and Allison Hausladen!
● Moderator, Bronwyn Bitetti
● Vice-Moderator, Jason Dean

Adjournment